































































































































































































































AP + BP + CP  0 11
AP ， BP ， CP  3 10
△ABP  18  4
∠BAP  10  4
正弦定理  2  5
四角形 ABPC 2  1









前向き推論型例解学習群  2.47 0.941
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An Examination of Studies Based on Backward Reasoning  
in High School Mathematics
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2-14-2 Minami-ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
Abstract : To solve the mathematic problems of high-school level, we have been used deductive, inductive and analogical 
thinking as well as the functions and figures.  Problem solving techniques using these thought processes can be classified 
as forward or backward reasoning depending on the flow of reasoning.  Forward reasoning is the process conducted from 
initial state to target state.  On the other hand, backward reasoning is the process conducted by deriving a sub-goal from 
target state.  In this research, it is shown that there is a significant difference between groups in the solving activity of 
a mathematic problem, and that the academic result of the group conducted the combination of forward and backward 
reasoning is higher than that of the group conducted the forward-only reasoning.
(Reprint request should be sent to Takahiro Sasaki)
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